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Introduction

Context for this study

 Acknowledge funding from:
 Cross Chair, SoTL
 CTLT
 Wallace Foundation



Research questions

 How are classes taught by faculty-practitioners and 
non-practitioners in applied disciplines similar and 
different?

 What do students report about the teaching 
methods and their learning in classes taught by 
faculty-practitioners and non-practitioners?



Research methodology

 7 Campuses
 4 Applied disciplines
 15 Classrooms
 Classroom observations
 Student focus groups
 Classroom materials
 Faculty interviews*
* data not included in this presentation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
7 campuses: 2 public research universities (1 national and one regional); 2 comprehensive universities, 1 public and 1 private (1 national and 1 regional); 2 community colleges (1 urban, 1 suburban); 1 private liberal arts college.4 applied majors: Criminal justice, Marketing, Nursing, Social Work15 classrooms: 5 criminal justice, 4 marketing, 2 nursing, 4 social work. Ranged from 1 introductory gen ed to introductory major to advanced major, to 1 capstone seminar. Ranged in size from 13 to 367.Focus groups: 13 of 15 classrooms…1 classroom no volunteers (class discussion board where I posted focus group questions), 1 class with 367 students intentionally did not attempt focus groups used website for extra credit (120 participants).Materials varied: syllabi, website, course management systems, readings, tests, books



Finding: Classroom observations

 Teaching methods used
 Both
 Students responsible for classmates’ learning
 Practitioners
 Non-practitioners

 Application of material
 Practitioners
 Non-practitioners

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Both groups of faculty mainly relied on lecture and powerpoint for a majority of the time. They also made use of white/chalkboards for notes, diagrams. Debates and peer critiques of presentations and ideas were also used. Also current events were included as content in class sessions taught be practitioners and non-practitioners alike.Practitioners: more varied teaching methods including classroom simulations (interrogations, group therapy sessions, medical lab, marketing focus groups), case studies using actual materials from practice (social work case notes, police reports, commercial or advertisements, medical records). Used polling methods (clickers, raised hands) to take the pulse of the classroom. Asked students to “think like” nurses or advertisers in role plays, they called students “officer or “detective”; students went on field trips and had professionals come to class. Shared hints about working in the field from their own practice.Non-practitioners: relied on texts, study guides, questions students had about the materials and homework to guide class sessions and discussions; used pop quizzes, asking probing questions, and used popular movies. These faculty shared hints about practice that came from websites, professional associations, work they had done in other (related fields), textbooks, research. Their powerpoint slides had references on each slide as to where the information was obtained compared to powerpoints of practitioners with no such references. 



Finding: Student focus groups

 When students are really learning something, what 
is happening in the class? 
 Continue discussion outside class
 Faculty interprets material
 Relevant to practice
 “I am not playing solitaire”



Implications for your teaching

 Offer examples from practice
 Maintain connections to the field
 Involve professionals in the class
 Others?? 
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